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THE REHABILITATION OF ARTISTS 

(Taken from Founder Advice of 5 Oct 69 and tape excerpts 
from tape #5312C17B SPACE OPERA.) 

 The rehab of old or faded artists is another project in which Celebrity Centres can 
really run with the ball. With a small volunteer processing staff, they can do wonders for 
artists. If they limit their free service to Dianetics and Scientology Reviews to repair it 
where it goes off the groove, they will get some remarkable results. 

 A thetan is capable of an enormous amount of constructive action. In fact, his 
greatest surge forward will be when you rehabilitate him artistically by taking out of him 
all of his uncertainty about his own beauty and the beauty of his own work. 

 In other words, when you take artistic criticism out of him, when you remove 
artistic criticism out of him, he will rather definitely change. If you rehabilitate his artistic 
creative ability he's doing the finest thing that he does on the track, And he gets very, very 
interested. If you were to do this possibly with only a few dozen people you would have 
a renaissance on Earth. You just couldn't help it because it’s almost completely missing 
here on Earth today. 

 You rehabilitate a thetan's artistic ability because that’s the best there is in him. 
And when that is eclipsed then the best of the thetan is eclipsed. 

 We find a thetan can do anything that was ever done on the track. He can go into 
any span of art there is. 

 The universe is wide open. 

        L. RON HUBBARD 
        FOUNDER 
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